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forced detransition | transphobia | misogyny | misgendering | conversion “therapy” | conservative
talking points | forced feminization | noncon | threat of nullification | public exposure | public

humiliation | blackmailing | coercion | slut shaming | impregnation | tmpreg | piss (in mouth and anus) |
ass to pussy | kidnapping | denial | chastity | betrayal | threats of harm to others
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Everything on this book is 100% fictional, no living being (human or otherwise) was harmed when drawing or writing these situations. All characters
are over 18 and none of them are based off any real person.  Do not ever try to reproduce any of the things depicted on this page in real life. The

immoral acts and/or dialogue of these fictional characters are not a representation of the author’s actual beliefs.

Also the kidnapper is obviously a bad guy. He is an awful person. If you truly think like him so are you.
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After being kidnapped, raped and forced to pretend to detransition
on livestream by an obsessive and bigoted fan, ex-idol Soleil finds

himself in a horrible situation with seemingly no escape.

Because of the man's threats to harm, or ever kill, his loved ones,
Sol is too scared to try to reach out and ask for help or even dare

think about running away. The way he sees it, his only option is to
try his best to play the role of a "trad wife" to that awful man, then
at least he can keep the people he cares about safe. Even if it’s at

the cost of his own well-being.

His kidnapper appears to be extremely wealthy and hold
considerable amount of influence and power, so, to Sol, it doesn't

feel farfetched to consider the man may actually be able to get away
with going through with his threats. So now, he is stuck in this

situation, completely under the man's control and unable to fight
back. 

He hopes against hope maybe someone who is close to him will see
through the lies he’s been forced to spew try to help from the

outside but, with each passing day, that hope grows slimmer and
slimmer . 

It doesn’t take long for him to realize that his nightmare is far from
reaching the end.  Not only has he and the kidnapper gotten legally
married, that man still has lots of things he wants to do in order to

“get back” at Soleil for “betraying” him and his fans.
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Sol’s sincere apology to her fans <3

DOWNLOAD NOW

10 426 758 views

Thank you so much for all the support in my journey of embrancing my
true gender! I love reading all of you comments, thank you so much for
them!! <3 <3
I am forever grateful to my husband and all of you dedicated fans who
helped me see the truth <3
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Sol (she/her)

Let’s make sure it will never be lost!

COMMENTS:
preavisem96:
LOL serves her right
broncama24:
she has such a pretty breasts! i’m so happy she came to her senses
oremoribevN:
the proper way to treat a delusional woman <3

Make sure to save the video and re-
upload anywhere you can!

lutzeremMY:
wow she’s fucked up in the head
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website to keep the first humiliating
livestream hosted for everyone to see.
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Not only was this linked to Sol’s profile as his
“apology” as soon as it was done, he also uses
the idol’s account to encourage people to
watch and spread the video around.
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new comment is part of their

daily morning routine. The man
claims this is an important step

for Sol’s “re-education”
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Show this to everyone who still thinks I’m a
man, I want them to know the truth!
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